
HINDU DHARMA - SUMMARY OF ESSENTIAL ELEMENTS 
Harmony of religions : All true religions lead to the same goal.  

Incarnation : Whenever righteousness declines and unrighteousness rises, God incarnates 

himself on earth to restore righteousness.  Whenever there is a decline of virtue, God 

incarnates Himself on earth to uphold righteousness (BG 4.7, 4.8) 

Doctrine of Karma : Belief in Karma and rebirth. Ignorance viewed as cause of bondage. 

Dharma : Righteousness and good moral and ethical practices in accordance with the 

scriptures. Includes all duties -- individual, social and religious. 

Authority : Non-reliance on a single book. Has many sacred writings Vedas, Upanishads, 

Brahma sutra, Sutras, Ramayana, Bhagavad Gita etc. 

HINDU CONCEPT OF GOD 
Hindu Deities represent various perceptions of a one God.  Hindus believe in monotheistic 

polytheism, rather than polytheism. 

HINDU TRINITY - Three manifestations of the Supreme Reality. 

   
Brahma : Creation Vishnu : Preservation Shiva : Destruction 

Adapted from www.hindunet.org (accessed November 25, 2006) 

 

Other important concepts/terms in Hinduism: 

Reincarnation: the notion that the soul lives on after physical death (and the condition of one’s next life 

is affected by the choices and karma [or moral capital] one accumulated in last life) 

Guru: spiritual teacher/mentor 

Deva: Sanskrit word for god, deity 

Devi: Sanskrit word for goddess 

Avatar: one on earth who is an incarnation of a deity (e.g., Krishna, Rama) 

Yoga (http://www.m-w.com/dictionary/yoga): 1 capitalized : a Hindu theistic philosophy teaching 

the suppression of all activity of body, mind, and will in order that the self may realize its 

distinction from them and attain liberation; 2 : a system of exercises for attaining bodily or 

mental control and well-being 

Mantra: a holy phrase repeated in a chant 

“The Sacred Cow”: Indians consider the cow to be sacred and do not eat beef.  While they do 

not worship cows, they view cows as symbols of abundance, gentility, and matriarchal 

qualities, giving much while requiring little. 

The Ganges: “Known as Ganga Ma—Mother Ganges—the river is revered as a goddess whose 
purity cleanses the sins of the faithful and aids the dead on their path toward heaven.” 
(http://www.sacredland.org/world_sites_pages/Ganges.html) 

Hinduism and India Today 



 

Hinduism is the world’s oldest living religion and the third largest religion in the world today, with over 

one billion believers, 90% of which are in India, the rest being in Nepal (a Hindu Kingdom), 

Bangladesh, Sri Lanka and other nations.  Hinduism has no single founder, but rather is a collection of 

sacred texts including the Vedas (scriptures/sayings passed down originally in oral form from guru to 

disciple), the epic poems Mahabharata (includes the Bhagavad Gita) and the Ramayana, and others.  

While Brahman is considered God in the unified abstract, most Hindu followers worship either Vishnu, 

Shiva, or Shakti (a devi/goddess), or worship in a pantheistic tradition called Smartism and Advaita 

Vedanta.  These four traditions of worship comprise what one might call the four sects or denominations 

of Hinduism.  Hinduism is the well-spring from which Buddhism, Jainism, and Sikkhism flow as well. 

 

India is today the world’s second most populous nation at 1.1 billion (second to China).  It is now the 

world’s fourth largest economy (measured in purchasing power parity), behind the US, China and Japan, 

and is closing in on Japan.  Its economy grew at an average rate of 6% annually from 1980 to 2002, and 

7.5% from 2002-2006, and unlike the standard Asian growth model, “India has relied on its domestic 

market more than exports, consumption more than investment, services more than industry, and high-

tech more than low-skilled manufacturing.”
1
  India is also a nuclear power and the world’s largest 

democracy, an independent nation in the modern era since 1947 when British rule came to an end after 

the successful non-violent campaign for independence spearheaded by Mahatma Gandhi.  While India’s 

economy has grown at breakneck speed and it is home to some of the world’s wealthiest people, India is 

home also to some of the world’s most impoverished.  Indian society is riven by religious, social and 

economic cleavages, most notably the divisions between its Hindu majority and Muslim minority, 

between the Indian government and Tamil separatists, and of course divisions caused by its caste 

system, which while less pronounced today than in the past, still plays an important role in Indian 

society.   

 

India’s caste system comprises four castes.  In order of privilege, they are 1. the Brahmans (priests), 2. 

the Kshatriya (rulers, warriors, landowners), 3. the Vaishya (merchants), 4. the Shudra (artisans, 

agriculturalists), and those outside the caste system, the Harijan or untouchables (Dalits).  There is 

debate on whether the caste system should be ascribed to Hinduism or if it is simply a social system that 

existed alongside Hinduism.  Yet there can be no doubt that Hindu understandings of karma and 

reincarnation reinforced and more deeply entrenched the caste system if they were not responsible for it.  

Birth into a lower caste is seen to be a result of less admirable conduct in one’s former life and therefore 

is seen as substantiating class divisions and even justifying mistreatment of Dalits by higher caste 

members.  While the caste system is based on social and spiritual belief systems, some argue that there 

are racial overtones as lower castes tend to be darker complexioned.  Despite the increasing 

cosmopolitanism and liberalism in Indian society today, belief in the justice of the caste system is still 

widespread, though it is not without criticism by more progressive segments of society. 
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